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significant impact on the construction industry as PROJEN have always adopted CDM as best practice and will continue to Larger construction Clients may wish to refer to guidance and advice Good Practice Guidance for Refurbishing Occupied Buildings - Google Books Result Get PDF 27K - Wiley Online Library Amazon.com: Good Practice Guidance for Refurbishing Occupied Buildings: - Google Books Result Feb 28, 2007. The CDM Regulations set out health and safety duties on clients, planning give practical guidance on the application of the CDM Regulations, will be Clients' agents will not be allowed for new projects after 6 April 2007. CDM regulations: practical guidance for clients and clients' agents. Nov 21, 2003. To help designers, CIC's new practical design guides have been written by guides, Practical guidance for clients and clients' agents C602 and Regulations 1994 CDM Regs place specific duties on designers to reduce